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Questions 

ᶱ  How does ᶫstuff workᶬ and how did it come to 
be? 

ᶱ  What are the basic research areas of CS that 
impacted it? 

ᶱ  What are commercial needs drove it? 

ᶱ  How has that ᶫstuffᶬ changed with time? 
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2012!
2012 NITRD update by PCAST 



Some Background Information 
ᶱ  IT is around 1T$* of US economy (itself 18T$ 

GDP) 
ᶢ  Apple Inc. (Nasdaq: AAPL), (560B/30B)  
ᶢ  Exxon Mobil Corporation (NYSE: XOM), 
ᶢ  Google Inc (Nasdaq: GOOG), (358B /12B) 
ᶢ  Microsoft Corporation (Nasdaq: MSFT), (344B/20B) 
ᶢ  Berkshire Hathaway Inc. (NYSE: BRK.B),  
ᶢ  Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. (NYSE: WMT),  
ᶢ  Johnson & Johnson (NYSE: JNJ),  
ᶢ  General Electric Company (NYSE: GE),  
ᶢ  Chevron Corporation (NYSE: CVX)  
ᶢ  Wells Fargo & Co (NYSE: WFC) 
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*Atkinson, R. D., & Stewart, L. A. (2013). Just the FACTS: 
 The Economic Benefits of Information and Communications Technologies  
 



Deconstructing a Search Query 
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Challenges in Building Large-Scale Information 
Retrieval Systems

Jeff Dean
Google Fellow

jeff@google.com

Credits to material used from  
static.googleusercontent.com/media/research.google.com/en/us/people/jeff/ᶷ
WSDM09-keynote.pdf 



The Origins of PageRank 
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• Stanford WebBase project (1996 - 1999)
http://dbpubs.stanford.edu:8091/~testbed/doc2/WebBase/
http://dbpubs.stanford.edu:8091/diglib/

• funded by NSF through DLI1
http://www.dli2.nsf.gov/dlione/

Background - Paper

“The Initiative's focus is to dramatically advance the 
means to collect, store, and organize information in digital 

forms, and make it available for searching, retrieval, and 
processing via communication networks -- all in user-

friendly ways.” quote from the DLI1 website

Page, Lawrence, Sergey Brin, Rajeev Motwani, and Terry Winograd. The PageRank  
citation ranking: Bringing order to the web. (1999). 
Brin, Sergey, and Lawrence Page. The anatomy of a large-scale hypertextual Web search 
 engine. Computer networks and ISDN systems 30, no. 1 (1998): 107-117. 



Some Other Research Ideas 
ᶱ  Cache  (M. Wilkes, 1965, Cambridge) 
ᶱ  The internet (Cerf, Kahn, 1969, ARPA) 
ᶱ  The Web and HTML (T. Berners-Lee, 1989, 

CERN) 
ᶱ  PageRank (Brin, Page, Motwani, Winograd, 

Stanford, 1997) 
ᶱ  SIFT Image Features (Lowe, UBC, 1999) 
ᶱ  Hadoop (Cutting, Cafarella, Yahoo/UW, 

2005) 
ᶱ  Deep Learning (Hinton+others, Toronto+ 

others, ??) 
ᶢ  GPUs ᶵ.  
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What Is ᶷ
a Search 
Query? 
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Googleᶨs answer 



What Is a Search Query? 
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Bingᶨs 
answer 

9/28/14, 7:47 PMwhat is a search query - Bing

Page 1 of 1http://www.bing.com/search?q=what+is+a+search+query&go=Submit&…query&sc=3-21&sp=-1&sk=&cvid=00af009615a94541a398ac37e0e13309

Learn more Info for Support

Privacy and Cookies Advertise Help

New Legal About our ads Feedback

© 2014 Microsoft

48,300,000 RESULTS

Deschutes County Web Query

The Definition of Query

Google Search query

What's a Query

Searchers Query

What is Querying

1 2 3 4 5

Web search query - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_search_query
A web search query is a query that a user enters into a web search engine to satisfy his
or her information needs. Web search queries are distinctive in that they are ...
Types · Characteristics · Structured queries

What is a query - Answers.com
www.answers.com › … › Technology › Computers › Computer Terminology
Queries allow you to decide what fields or ... A web query is simply the process of
searching for information on the internet using search engines like ...

Related searches for what is a search query

Query Definition - Computer
www.techterms.com/definition/query
Daily Definition; Random Term; Browse by Tech Factor; 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ... One type
of query, which many people perform multiple times a day, is a search query.

Search queries - Webmaster Tools Help - Google Support
https://support.google.com/webmasters/answer/35252?hl=en
Search queries See the top searches that bring users to your site

What is a Search Engine Query ? - Definition from …
www.techopedia.com/definition/28064
A search engine query is a request for information that is made using a search engine.
Every time a user puts a string of characters in a search engine and presses ...

What is a database query - Answers.com
www.answers.com › … › Computer Programming › Database Programming
A database query is a piece of code (a query) ... The term 'query' means to search, to
question, or to find. When you query a database, ...

Search Queries: The 3 Types of Search Query & How to ...
www.wordstream.com › Blog
Dec 10, 2012 · Excellent post for Search Queries! Now, I'm cleared. Is there any way we
can create a search that could hit good in all 3 types of search queries?

Query | Define Query at Dictionary.com
dictionary.reference.com/browse/query
Not long ago a query arrived, ... generally as a formal request to a database or search
engine. SQL is the most common database query language. 2. question mark.

Related searches
Deschutes County Web Query

The Definition of Query

Google Search query

What's a Query

Searchers Query

What is Querying

Top Search Queries

Deschutes County Recorder

Ads related to what is a search query

People Search-Free Search
www.usa-people-search.com
Search Free for Anyone in the US! Get Phone, Address, Names &
More.

People Search-Search Free
www.Intelius.com/PeopleSearch
6,000+ followers on Twitter
1) Enter Any Name & Search Free! 2) Get Phone, Address, Age &
More.

Search Query
www.Calibex.com
Cheap Prices and Huge Selection. Search Query on Sale!

See your ad here »

Images Videos Maps News MoreWeb

Any time

1 Greg

what is a search query



What Is a Search Query? 
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Yahooᶨs 
answer 

9/28/14, 7:49 PMwhat is a search query - Yahoo Search Results

Page 1 of 2https://search.yahoo.com/search;_ylt=Ap.nuA2O70qgUtXjdwEj_YibvZx…s+a+search+query&toggle=1&cop=mss&ei=UTF-8&fr=yfp-t-dummy_1&fp=1

MailSearch

17285 related questions

Web search query - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_search_query   Cached
A web search query is a query that a user enters into a web search engine to satisfy his
or her information needs. Web search queries are distinctive in that they are ...

What is a query - Answers.com
www.answers.com  › …  › Computers  › Computer Terminology
Queries allow you to decide what fields or ... A web query is simply the process of
searching for information on the internet using search engines like ...

Search queries - Webmaster Tools Help - Google Support
support.google.com/webmasters/answer/35252?hl=en   Cached
Search queries See the top searches that bring users to your site

What is a search query - Yahoo Answers Results
When searching the internet, what is a query ? 2 answers

It's a request for some asset on a remote server. Basically when you click a link, or
type a word(s) into the search bar on the browser, it then compiles a 'packet' which
'says' where it comes from (the 'source'), where it's going (the...

What is a query ? or a search expression? are they the same? 1 answer
A query is anything typed into a web page and submitted. The term usually appears
on web pages with search boxes, because that's one of the most common uses of
queries. A search expression is a set of search terms. As far as most users are...

What is the best way to post a search query on the Internet ? 7 answers
http://johnny.ihackstuff.com/index.php?module=prodreviews this will give you tips
to getting narrowed responses from www.google.com, i dont know about yahoo os
msn

Query Definition - Computer
www.techterms.com/definition/query   Cached
Daily Definition; Random Term; Browse by Tech Factor; 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ... One type of
query, which many people perform multiple times a day, is a search query.

What is a Search Engine Query? - Definition from Techopedia
www.techopedia.com/definition/28064   Cached
A search engine query is a request for information that is made using a search engine.
Every time a user puts a string of characters in a search engine and presses ...

What is a database query - Answers.com
www.answers.com  › …  › Database Programming
A database query is a piece of code (a query) ... The term 'query' means to search, to
question, or to find. When you query a database, ...

Search Queries: The 3 Types of Search Query & How to Target ...
www.wordstream.com  › Blog
Dec 10, 2012 · Hi Alex. There is no way that we can target all type of search queries
because all are totally different from each other. Actually Naviagational Users dont ...

What is Query (Database Query)? Webopedia
www.webopedia.com  › TERM  › Q
This is perhaps the easiest way to pose a query because the menus guide you, but it is
also the least flexible. Query by example (QBE): In this method, ...

what is a search query

Web

Images

Video

News

Local

Shopping

Maps

More

Anytime

Past day

Past week

Past month

 Sign In

Home Mail News Sports Finance Weather Games Groups Answers Screen Flickr Mobile More



It All Starts With a Spider 
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http://programming4.us/website/15366.aspx 



Inverted Index 
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10/7/14, 4:17 PMInverted index

Page 1 of 3http://www.elasticsearch.org/guide/en/elasticsearch/guide/current/inverted-index.html

Guide Videos

OVERVIEWOVERVIEW RESOURCESRESOURCES COMMUNITYCOMMUNITY CASE STUDIESCASE STUDIES BLOGBLOG COMPANYCOMPANY

DOWNLOAD

search  

elasticsearchelasticsearch » getting started getting started » mapping and analysismapping and analysis » inverted indexinverted index

«  «  exact values vs. full textexact values vs. full text      analysis and analyzers  »

Elasticsearch uses a structure called an inverted index which is designed to allow very fast full text

searches. An inverted index consists of a list of all the unique words that appear in any document,

and for each word, a list of the documents in which it appears.

For example, let’s say we have two documents, each with a content  field containing:

1. “The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog”

2. “Quick brown foxes leap over lazy dogs in summer”

To create an inverted index, we first split the content  field of each document into separate words

(which we call terms or tokens), create a sorted list of all the unique terms, then list in which

document each term appears. The result looks something like this:

Term))))))Doc_1))Doc_2
.........................
Quick)))|)))))))|))X
The)))))|)))X)))|
brown)))|)))X)))|))X
dog)))))|)))X)))|
dogs))))|)))))))|))X
fox)))))|)))X)))|
foxes)))|)))))))|))X
in))))))|)))))))|))X
jumped))|)))X)))|
lazy))))|)))X)))|))X
leap))))|)))))))|))X
over))))|)))X)))|))X
quick)))|)))X)))|
summer))|)))))))|))X
the)))))|)))X)))|
........................

Now, if we want to search for "quick)brown"  we just need to find the documents in which each

term appears:

Term))))))Doc_1))Doc_2

inverted indexinverted index
exact values vs. full text

inverted index

analysis and analyzers

mapping

complex core field types

http://www.elasticsearch.org/guide/en/elasticsearch/guide/
current/inverted-index.html 



Browser to Computer to Internet toᶷ
Search Engine to Cloud 
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10/5/14, 12:01 PMYahoo

Page 1 of 4https://www.yahoo.com/

End of the line
for Brady?

The 'umbrella
revolution'

Affleck, Maher
square off

Player's epic
penalty

Clooney
wedding cost

This $1,200 machine lets you make
untraceable semi-automatic rifles at home
Cody Wilson, the libertarian behind the world's first 3D-
printed gun, is now selling an all-in-one desktop CNC mill,
called the Ghost Gunner. The lower receiver, which connects
the stock, barrel, magazine, and other parts of the gun
together, is the component that is legally considered to be
a…

The Verge

Chris Pratt's Stunning
Workout Tip You Need to
Try
Guardians of the Galaxy superstar
Chris Pratt reveals the incredible…
method he used to get in
outstanding shape - fast.Prince Charles To Divorce Camilla Parker-

Bowles After Barbra Streisand Affair
Revelation
The revelation that Prince Charles and Barbra Streisand had
a fling has led Camilla Parker-Bowles to consider divorcing
the heir to the head of the British royal family. It has been
reported that Charles cheated on Princess Diana numerous
times with both Camilla and Streisand over several years.

The Inquisitr from RSS

Samsung Made Its Prettiest Phone Yet,
But Boy Does It Look Familiar
Samsung consistently pumps out phones with big...
Business Insider 51 mins ago

Ad Feedback - AdChoices

Close Ad

YouniFIT Sponsored

 

Is it time to pull the plug on Tom Brady?
New England's problems go far beyond its quarterback, but it may not
matter for fantasy owners.  Last-minute updates » 1 – 5 of 70

 All Stories News Local Entertainment Sports More

Jennifer Love He…

Kendra Wilkinson

Mary Kom

Robin van Persie

Katherine Heigl

Trending Now
Leaked celebrit…

Miranda Lambert

Cell phone plans

Elizabeth Smart

Stacy Lewis

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Only on Yahoo

Top Stories

Hong Kong's 'umbrella revolution' ex…
Katie Couric, Global News Anchor, Yahoo
News

Sen. Gillibrand: Bold, candid, and out…
Bobbi Brown, Editor in Chief, Yahoo Beauty

How Wink can make your life better
David Pogue, Editor in Chief, Yahoo Tech

Nebraska hospital prepares for Ebola patient1
U.S. airman dies in typhoon waves, 2 missing
28 minutes ago

2

U.S. lifts 40-year arms ban on Vietnam3
Hong Kong protesters to remove some
barricades 38 minutes ago

4

Hospital: U.S. Ebola patient in critical
condition

5

 
55 °F  | °C  Sunny

Today
61°  45°

Tomorrow
71°  55°

Tuesday
71°  56°

Pikesville

Mail

News

Sports

Finance

Weather

Autos

Homes

Dating

Jobs

Shopping

Health

Style

Beauty

Food

Movies

Travel

Yahoo en Español

ADVERTISEMENT

Yahoo Stream Ads:
Always at the
Center of Attention.
Learn more now

More Yahoo Sites

Make 
your homepage

Search Web My Yahoo Sign In Mail

Home Mail Answers Groups Flickr Tumblr Games Live Screen Mobile More  

10/5/14, 12:05 PMGallery

Page 1 of 2https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/gallery/

Free Trial
Sign%up now and get $200 in
Azure credits

MSDN
Get up to $1,800 per year of
Azure services

Startups
Join the BizSpark program and
get free Azure services

Azure Gallery
Simplify the development and management of your
applications with partner solutions that work with Microsoft
Azure

Virtual Machines
Access Microsoft and partner solutions configured to run
in Azure Virtual Machines. Deploy with confidence
knowing that each solution has been vetted through
Microsoft Azure Certified for Virtual Machines.

View virtual machine images J/en%
us/gallery/virtual%
machines/L

Web Applications
Explore and install popular Open source community web
applications ranging from blogging engines, photo
galleries to eCommerce solutions. Build dynamic
Websites in just minutes using these ready to use
applications.

View web applications J/en%
us/gallery/web/L

Active Directory
Configuring Single Sign%On to many different SaaS
application of various vendors can be a difficult and
demanding task. Azure Active Directory simplifies the
process by providing the most popular SaaS applications
preintegrated and ready to use.

View SaaS applications J/en%
us/gallery/active%
directory/L

Add>Ons
Discover, purchase, and provision application and data
services from Microsoft partners. These services can be
combined with Azure services from Microsoft to build
powerful cloud solutions. Services provisioned through
the Azure Store can be managed through the Azure
management portal and service usage will be included on
a single bill from Microsoft.

View add%ons J/en%
us/gallery/store/L

Go Social

Facebook

Jhttp://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?

linkid=306390&clcid=0x409L
Twitter

Jhttp://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?

linkid=306391&clcid=0x409L
Rss

Jhttp://azure.microsoft.com/blog/feed/L
Newsletter

Jhttp://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?

linkid=306393&clcid=0x409L

Microsoft Azure 2/en5us/6
Features J/en%us/solutions/L
Services J/en%us/services/L
Regions J/en%us/regions/L
Case Studies J/en%us/case%
studies/L
Pricing J/en%us/pricing/overview/L
Calculator J/en%
us/pricing/calculator/L
Documentation J/en%
us/documentation/L
Downloads J/en%us/downloads/?
sdk=netL
Gallery J/en%us/gallery/L

Community
2http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?
linkid=394285&clcid=0x4096
Blogs J/blog/L
Service Updates J/en%us/updates/L
Forums J/en%us/support/forums/L
Events J/en%
us/community/events/L

Support 2/en5
us/support/options/6
Forums J/en%us/support/forums/L
Service Dashboard

Account
2https://account.windowsazure.com6
Subscriptions
Jhttps://account.windowsazure.com/subscriptions/L
Profile
Jhttps://account.windowsazure.com/profile/L
Preview Features J/en%
us/services/preview/L
Management Portal
Jhttps://manage.windowsazure.com/L

Trust Center 2/en5
us/support/trust5center/6

Start Today J/en%
us/pricing/free%

Activate Now J/en%
us/pricing/member%

Learn More

FREE TRIAL

@/en>
us/pricing/free>
trial/D

SALES 15800586751389 MY ACCOUNT 2/EN5US/ACCOUNT/6 PORTAL 2HTTPS://MANAGE.WINDOWSAZURE.COM6 Search

Features Pricing Documentation J/en%us/documentation/L Downloads J/en%us/downloads/L

Gallery J/en%us/gallery/L Blog J/blog/L Community Support



Then We Need Horsepower ᶵ 
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Image from Dean, Google 1997 

Research Project, circa 1997
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ᶱ  Given search terms e.g. dog, cat 
ᶱ  Return pair <docid, score> 
ᶱ  Score is the ᶫsecret sauceᶬ for ranking docs 
ᶱ  Doc servers return pre-formatted snippets plus 

doc address 



Some Questions 
ᶱ  Where are the bottlenecks? 

ᶱ  What is missing? 
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Adding Speed and Income 
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Serving System, circa 1999
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Image from Dean, Google 1999 



What Makes an Effective ᶵ 
ᶱ  Search? 

ᶱ  Ad? 
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More Scale? 
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Early 2001: In-Memory Index
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Dean, Google 2001 



A More Complete Picture 
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Query Serving System, 2004 edition

Root

…

…

Parent
Servers

…
…

Leaf
Servers

Repository 
Shards

…

Repository
Manager

File
Loaders

Cache servers

Requests

GFS

Coordinates index
switching as new shards
become available

Multi-level tree for 
query distribution

Leaf servers handle both index 
& doc requests from in-memory 
data structures



Some Interesting Plusses and 
Minuses 

ᶱ  Queries are now fast ᶢ particularly at tail 
ᶱ  Throughput is high 

ᶱ  Now depending on a very large # of 
machines ᶢ one key machine down and 
that query fails or takes a long time 

ᶱ  What if a query kills a machine ᶢ you can 
mow down the entire cluster 
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Canary Requests 
ᶱ  Send a request to one machine and see if it 

dies 
ᶱ  If not, go ahead 
ᶱ  If it does, try a couple more; if they die, give 

up 
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Google 2007 Architecture 2007: Universal Search
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An Aside ᶢ Visual Search 
ᶱ  Key breakthrough due to Lowe (SIFT, 

1999)ᶷ
 

ᶱ  Second key technology: use of weak 
labels from the Web 

ᶱ  Third key technology: learning 
technologies that can be applied at scale 
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Visual Words 
ᶱ  Example: each group 

of patches belongs to 
the same visual word 
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Running in The Real World 
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Machines + Racks

• In-house rack design

• PC-class motherboards

• Low-end storage & networking 
hardware

• Linux

• + in-house software

Clusters

From Dean 



Running in the Real World 
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The Joys of Real Hardware

Typical first year for a new cluster:

~1 network rewiring (rolling ~5% of machines down over 2-day span)

~20 rack failures (40-80 machines instantly disappear, 1-6 hours to get back)

~5 racks go wonky (40-80 machines see 50% packetloss)

~8 network maintenances (4 might cause ~30-minute random connectivity losses)

~12 router reloads (takes out DNS and external vips for a couple minutes)

~3 router failures (have to immediately pull traffic for an hour)

~dozens of minor 30-second blips for dns

~1000 individual machine failures

~thousands of hard drive failures

slow disks, bad memory, misconfigured machines, flaky machines, etc.

Long distance links: wild dogs, sharks, dead horses, drunken hunters, etc.Dean 



Time for a Reality Check 
ᶱ  Suppose you have a bug that is exercised 

once in a million queries 
ᶱ  How often will that bug be exercised in a 

day at Google?ᶷ
ᶷ
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3.5 billion queries/day -> 40k/second -> every 25 seconds, 



A Slight Digression ᶢ SAT and 
Program Verification 

ᶱ  Simple problem: is a boolean formula 
satisfiable? 
ᶢ  A & B   === yes A=1, B=1 
ᶢ  A & ~A === no!ᶷ

 
ᶱ  Original NP complete problem (Cook 

1971) 

ᶱ  So What? 
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A Slight Digression -- SAT 

11/8/15 34 Courtesy Vijay Ganesh 



Add Some Horsepower 
ᶱ  Microsoft Z3 cluster 
ᶢ  Very efficient powerful SAT solver 
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http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/redmond/projects/z3/
Z3_System.pdf 

Z3: An Efficient SMT Solver

Theories

Core Theory

SAT solver

Rewriting 
Simplification

Bit-Vectors

Arithmetic

Partial orders

Tuples

E-matching

Arrays

OCamlText .NETC

A large fraction of windows bugs now found by program verifications 



Time for a Reality Check 
ᶱ  Suppose you have a bug that is exercised 

once in a million queries 
ᶱ  How often will that bug be exercised in a 

day at Google?ᶷ
ᶷ
 

ᶱ  Even more complicated because queries 
are highly parallel!  
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3.5 billion queries/day -> 40k/second -> every 25 seconds, 



A Paradigm Is Born 
ᶱ  Every problem has to deal with all of the 

possible hardware and software exceptions ᶢ 
lots of work! 

ᶱ  BUT, many of the underlying computations 
are ᶫembarrassingly parallelᶬ 
ᶢ  Send a query to server (e.g. ᶫdo you have this 

termᶬ) 
ᶢ  Aggregate the results 

ᶱ  The idea of Map-Reduce 
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Map Reduce 
ᶱ  User writes two main functions 
ᶢ  Map -> the work each worker has to do ᶢ e.g. find 

docs for an index term 
ᶢ  Reduce -> the work to combine the results ᶢ e.g. 

find the top n queries based on ranking 
ᶱ  System handles 
ᶢ  Distribution, load balancing, communication, 

checkpointing ᶵ 
ᶱ  Apache Hadoop a common (open source)ᶷ

system for Map-Reduce 
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Computing at Scale 
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MapReduce Usage Statistics Over Time

Number of jobs

Aug, ‘04

29K

Mar, ‘06

171K

Sep, '07

2,217K

May, ’10

4,474K

Average completion time (secs) 634 874 395 748

Machine years used 217 2,002 11,081 39,121

Input data read (TB) 3,288 52,254 403,152 946,460

Intermediate data (TB) 758 6,743 34,774 132,960

Output data written (TB) 193 2,970 14,018 45,720

Average worker machines 157 268 394 368

Dean: Map Reduce Statistics 



Some Lessons 
ᶱ  Reality is a harsh taskmaster ᶢ many of the best 

ideas are forged from real problems 

ᶱ  Itᶨs usually not a single idea ᶢ borrow from the 
best! 

ᶱ  Itᶨs hard to trace the impact of ideas to fruition ᶢ at 
best we can do an anecdotal approximation; donᶨt 
be fooled by an overly simplistic view!ᶷ
 

ᶱ  There are few truly failed ideas, just failed 
applications thereof ᶢ persevere! 
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Where is Computing Going? 

Gregory D. Hager 
Professor and Chair 



What Do Computers Do Well 
ᶱ  Office work: accounting,ᶷ

wordprocessingᶷ
 

ᶱ  Simulation: science, gamingᶷ
 

ᶱ  Automation: manufacturing,ᶷ
embedded systems 
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Whatᶨs Hard? 
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Driving: A Case Study 
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Automated Driving 1986 

Navlab 1 (CMU)  
•  5 racks of  computing  
  equipment  
•  Warp supercomputer 
•  Vision, laser scanner 

 
By late 80's software systems 
could drive at 20 m.p.h. 

1986: Dickmanns demonstrates	
60 mph driving using simple	
vision-based control approach	



Automated Driving 1996 
Navlab 5: 1990 Pontiac Trans Sport 
  - Portable Advanced Navigation Support 
  - Sparc LX  with a color video digitizer  
  - Differential GPS, fiber optic rate gyro 
  - Position estimation, vehicle control, and safety monitoring.  
  - Powered from cigarette lighter 
 

No Hands Across America	
	
2797/2849 miles (98.2%) 
automated driving	

(Pomerleau et al. CMU) 



Stanford Racing Team 

2004 DARPA Grand Challenge: 

150 mile off-road robot race 
across the Mojave desert 
Natural and manmade hazards 
No driver, no remote control 
No dynamic passing 
Fastest vehicle wins the race 
(and 2 million dollar prize) 

Courtesy Thrun 



Stanford Racing Team 

July 15: Driving the DGC 2004 Course 
Straight Roads 

Cattle Guards Open Lake 

Mountain Roads 



The 2004 DARPA Grand Challenge 

ᶱ  150 mile course through Mojave Desert 
ᶱ  15 entrants who made it to the final 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=FaBJ5sPPmcI 

ᶱ  After a few hours, allᶷ
failed 

ᶱ  Sandstorm (CMU)ᶷ
made it 7.4 miles 
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Grand Challenge 2005: 195 Teams 

Courtesy Thrun 



Stanford Racing Team 

Final Result: Five Robots finished! 



Stanford Racing Team 

The Winners 

■  Stanley (Stanford) 
6:54 

■  Sandstorm (CMU) 
7:05 

■  H1ghlander (CMU) 
7:14 
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Stanford Racing Team 

The Grand Challenge Race 



Automated Driving 2006 

Stanford	
DARPA	
Grand	
Challenge	
Vehicle	
(Thrun)	
	
(Popular Mechanics	

Jan ‘06)	



Stanford Racing Team 

Touareg interface 

Laser mapper 

Wireless E-Stop 

Top level control 

Laser 2 interface 

Laser 3 interface 

Laser 4 interface 

Laser 1 interface 

Laser 5 interface 

Camera interface 

Radar interface Radar mapper 

Vision mapper 

UKF Pose estimation 

Wheel velocity 

GPS position 

GPS compass 

IMU interface Surface assessment 

Health monitor 

Road finder 

Touch screen UI 

Throttle/brake control 

Steering control 

Path planner 
laser map 

vehicle state (pose, velocity) 

velocity limit 

map 

vision map 

vehicle 
state 

obstacle list 

trajectory 

RDDF database 

driving mode 

pause/disable command 

Power server interface 

clocks 

emergency stop 

power on/off 

Linux processes start/stop heart beats 

corridor 

    SENSOR INTERFACE                  PERCEPTION                  PLANNING&CONTROL          USER INTERFACE 

VEHICLE 
INTERFACE 

RDDF corridor (smoothed and original) 

Process controller 

GLOBAL 
SERVICES 

health status 

data 

Data logger File system 

Communication requests 

vehicle state (pose, velocity) 

Brake/steering 

Communication channels 

Inter-process communication (IPC) server Time server 

road center 

Stanley Software Architecture 



Stanford Racing Team 

Adaptive Vision in Mojave Desert 



The Next Challenges 
ᶱ  Darpa Urban Challenge: https://

www.youtube.com/watch?v=0wJAANgG-
Vg 
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Stanford Racing Team 

Google Self-Driving Car 10/13/15, 6:21 AMHow it works – Google Self-Driving Car Project

Page 5 of 6https://www.google.com/selfdrivingcar/how/

Sensors
Lasers, radars and

cameras detect objects

in all directions

Interior
Designed for

riding, not for

driving

Electric batteries
To power the

vehicle

Rounded shape
Maximizes sensor

field of view

Computer
Designed specifically

for self-driving

Back-up systems
For steering, braking,

computing and more



Stanford Racing Team 

Who else 

■  Toyota 
■  Volvo 
■  Tesla 
■  ᶵ. 

10/13/15, 3:43 PMToyota invests $50 million in artificial intelligence for smarter cars

Page 5 of 7http://www.autonews.com/article/20150904/OEM06/150909918/toyota-invests-$50-million-in-artificial-intelligence-for-smarter-cars

 0 Comments  Print  Reprints  Respond

TECHNOLOGY  TOYOTA

Toyota invests $50 million in artificial intelligence
for smarter cars

Gabe Nelson   
Automotive News
September 4, 2015 - 1:00 pm ET -- UPDATED: 9/4/15 1:16 pm ET -

adds comments

PALO ALTO, Calif. -- Seeking to make cars better
at avoiding crashes, Toyota Motor Corp. will
spend $50 million over five years to set up joint
research centers at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology and Stanford University, the Japanese automaker said today during an event
near Stanford’s campus here.

To manage its own artificial intelligence research, Toyota has also hired a robotics expert
from the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, a Pentagon r&d division that has
played a pivotal role in the development of self-driving cars.

“We will initially focus on the acceleration of intelligent vehicle technology, with the
immediate goal of helping eliminate traffic casualties and the ultimate goal of helping
improve quality of life through enhanced mobility and robotics,” Kiyotaka Ise, a senior
managing officer at Toyota and chief officer of its r&d group, said in a statement.

The initial focus of researchers, Toyota said, will be designing software that can adeptly
recognize objects in different road environments, make wise driving judgments and
collaborate with human passengers, pedestrians and other vehicles.

Now joining Toyota to manage these activities is Gill Pratt, the head of DARPA’s Robotics
Challenge, in which teams design a robot to serve a specific purpose such as rescuing
people trapped after a natural disaster. In 2004, 2005 and 2007, the agency ran a series of
“Grand Challenges” for autonomous vehicles that yielded many of the engineers that
started the pioneering self-driving cars program at Google Inc.

The two university teams funded by Toyota will be led by Fei-Fei Li, director of the
Stanford Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, and Daniela Rus, director of MIT’s Computer
Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory.
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DARPA Robotics Challenge 

ᶱ  1. Drive a utility vehicle at the site. 
ᶱ  2. Travel dismounted across rubble. 
ᶱ  3. Remove debris blocking an entryway. 
ᶱ  4. Open a door and enter a building. 
ᶱ  5. Climb an industrial ladder and traverse an 

industrial walkway. 
ᶱ  6. Use a tool to break through a concrete panel. 
ᶱ  7. Locate and close a valve near a leaking pipe. 
ᶱ  8. Connect a fire hose to a standpipe and turn on 

a valve. 
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DARPA Robotics Challenge 
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From Data to Information 

Gregory D. Hager 
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Evolution of NIT 1991-2015 

Networking Data 

Computing 

Networking Softwar
e 

Computing 

Networking Data 

Computing 
Physical World People 



Evolution of NIT 1991-2015 

Health  

Smart 
infrastructure 

Robotics 

Scientific 
Discovery 

Transportation Security 

Networking Data 

Computing 

Societal Computing 

Manufacturing Privacy 

Physical World People 



Health - research on treatment and 
outcomes, disease and wellness, mobile and 
biometric technologies for monitoring and 
care, actionable decision support,  regulatory 
compliance. 

66 

These areas remain critical ᶢ multi-agency coordination is essential to 
promote collaboration, public-private partnerships, and to create paths for 
translation into practice. 

Cybersecurity - research on cybersecurity by 
design, defense against attack, systems 
resilience, implementation support, better and 
faster attack attribution methods. 

 
 

NIT R&D  
is essential to 

many 
National 
Priorities 

 

  



What Drives the Value of the Web? 
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Geometric Computer Vision at 
Scale 

Hamlyn 2014, Copyright GD Hager 

Noah Snavely, Steven M. Seitz, and Richard Szeliski. Modeling the world from 
Internet photo collections. International Journal of Computer Vision, 80(2):189-210, 
November 2008. 



The Rest of the World 

Credit: akamai 
9/28/15, 11:08 AMImageNet

Page 1 of 1http://www.image-net.org/

 Explore   Download   Challenges    Publications    CoolStuff     About  
14,197,122 images, 21841 synsets indexed    

Not logged in. Login | Signup

ImageNet is an image database organized according to the WordNet hierarchy (currently only the nouns),
in which each node of the hierarchy is depicted by hundreds and thousands of images. Currently we have
an average of over five hundred images per node. We hope ImageNet will become a useful resource for
researchers, educators, students and all of you who share our passion for pictures. 
Click here to learn more about ImageNet, Click here to join the ImageNet mailing list.

 SEARCH

What do these images have in common? Find out!

(1) Check out the ImageNet Challenge 2015
(2) We are running an ILSVRC tutorial at CVPR 2015

© 2014 Stanford Vision Lab, Stanford University, Princeton University   support@image-net.org    Copyright infringement

Mobile Data Traffic by Quarter 

Copyright GD Hager 2015 



Data at Scale Has its Benefits 

Copyright GD Hager 2015 



How Do We Learn From Data? 
ᶱ  Unsupervised Learning (data structuring) 

ᶱ  Supervised Learning 

ᶱ  Reinforcement Learning 

11/8/15 71 

Machine learning: Trends, perspectives, and prospects, MI Jordan, TM 
Mitchell. Science 349 (6245), 255-260   



Unsupervised ᶢ An Example 
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Supervised ᶢ An Example 



A Real Example 

� 

International Journal on Computer Vision. 35(3), pp 203-222. 1999.

Figure 1: Examples of faces under di↵erent lighting conditions.

In recent years, two extreme strategies have been followed to deal with illumination variation.
By far the most common is to build representations based on images features [20, 4], such as inten-
sity edges or corners, which are belieeved to be somewhat insensitive, or invariant, to illumination
changes. The idea being that object recognition and image understanding can then be performed
using these “illumination invariant” representations as input. This approach has two significant
drawbacks. First, when illumination variations are large, edges, and indeed all image features, are
sensitive to the lighting conditions. Second, and perhaps more important, representations based
on edges and corners are sparse and, consequently, throw out a large fraction of useful information.

A di↵erent strategy is to use what is often termed an image-based representation or an appear-
ance model. This di↵ers from the feature-based strategy mentioned above in that their represen-
tation is, in a least-squared sense, faithful to the original image [22, 24, 26, 14, 12, 32, 40]. (Such
models have also been suggested by psychophysicists, see for example [34, 37].) An influential
examples is the SLAM system [22] which simultaneously models variations due to pose and illumi-
nation by projecting the training images down into low-dimensional subspaces. Systems like these
have demonstrated the power of appearance-based methods for certain visual tasks both in ease
of implementation and in accuracy. These systems, however, confound the di↵erent factors (such
as illumination, pose, albedo and geometry) which generate images in a non-transparent way. If
the albedo of the viewed object was changed slightly, for example by drawing a red triangle on it,
then the whole appearance model would need to be learnt from scratch. Moreover, in principle,
appearance based models require that the object is seen under all possible viewing conditions and
hence an enormous amount of training data is needed.

We argue that it is preferable to have a more transparent model which explicitly takes into
account all the factors which generate the image. This approach requires isolating each factor
in turn and modeling it with as simple a representation as possible. This can be thought of as
a generative model. A big potential advantage of this approach is that from a small number of
training images, one can model the object under all possible combinations of lighting and pose.
For example, it has been shown [2] that the illumination cone of a convex Lambertian object
can be reconstructed from as few as three images taking into account shadow e�ects which are
notoriously hard to model. Thus, the representations generalize to novel conditions (requiring less
learning data), see [2] for examples of images genereated in such a way. In addition, they can
generalize to objects which have not been seen before but which are members of a known object

2

International Journal on Computer Vision. 35(3), pp 203-222. 1999.

Figure 6: Top left is helmet under ambient lighting conditions. Top center is reconstruction from
projection onto the first five eigenvectors. Note the specularities have been eliminated. Top right is
the di↵erence between original image and reconstruction. (Di↵erences less than zero have been set
to zero because the specularities are, by definition, positive.) The specularities are easily isolated.
Bottom row shows the same e↵ect for an image from the dense data set.

where D is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are �

1/2
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1/2
2 , �

1/2
3 .

We can now state the following theorems:
Theorem 1. If the light sources in the dataset are such that

P
µ

s

i

(µ)s
j

(µ) = �

ij

, where �

ij

is the Kronecker delta, then Hayakawa’s rotation matrix should be set equal to the identity if, and

only if, the albedos and shapes in the data set satisfy

P
x b

i

(x)b
j

(x) = 0, i �= j.

Theorem 2. The first three eigenvectors e

i

(x) : i = 1, 2, 3 point along the axes of the cartesian

coordinate system if, and only if, both

P
x b
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(x)b
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(x) = 0, i �= j and

P
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s
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(µ)s
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Both theorems show that interesting results occur if the input data is symmetric. More pre-
cisely, it corresponds to assuming that the o↵-diagonal terms of

P
p

b

i

(x)b
j

(x) and
P

µ

s

i

(µ)s
j

(µ)
vanish. This will be true if, for example, the light source directions sample the viewing hemisphere
evenly and the object is an ellipsoid viewed head-on and with constant albedo. The o↵-diagonal
terms will also be expected to vanish if the i and j components of the dataset are statistically inde-
pendent (for then, by ergodicity,

P
x b
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(x)b
j

(x) 7!< b

i

b

j

> and
P

µ

s

i

(µ)s
j

(µ) 7!< s
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s
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>). How-
ever, there will be many datasets for which these assumptions will be violated. Thus Hayakawa’s
assumptions and the orthogonal lighting conjecture will typically not be true.

The proofs of the theorems are long and involved. For reasons of space, we only give the broad
outlines of the proofs here and refer the reader to the Appendix for more details.

Proof of Theorem 1.

P
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s
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(µ) = �

ij

implies that

P
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I(x, µ)I(x0
, µ) =

P
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(x0).

This implies that P

T

P = D

2
, where D was defined above. Hayakawa’s assumption involves

setting P = D, but there are many other possible solutions of form P = RP where R is any

rotation matrix. Observe, that if R = I then b

i

(x) = �

1/2
i

e

i

(x), � i,x and so

P
x b
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(x)b
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(x) = 0
for i �= j. Conversely, suppose that
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, � i, j for some values {µ

i

}. Then this

implies that PP

T = D1, where D1 is diagonal with diagonal elements {µ

i

}. This is inconsistent

with P

T

P = D

2
, unless P is diagonal.

Observe, in this proof, that there is a close connection between Hayakawa’s assumption and
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Figure 1: Exampleimages: Faces and Helmet (specular)

point on the top of the mountain will be illuminated from many directions and hence will usually be much
brighter.

2.1 Other lighting models.

There are a range of other lighting models that have been used. These are particularly good for computer
graphics where the goal is to generate an image knowing the positions and shapes of the objects and the
positions of the light sources. Computer vision addresses the harder inverse problem of determining the
objects and light sources from the image. Lambertian models are comparatively easier to invert – mainly
because they are linear (if we ignore shadows) and the lighting is independent of the viewpoint direction. It
is far harder to do this for the non-Lambertian models. Examples: (I) Radiosity Models. (II) Bidirectional
Lighting Functions (BRDF’s). (III) Specularity models.

2.2 Shape from Shading:

Humans have the ability to estimate the shape of an object from the image intensity – or shading pattern.
There has been a lot of work on estimating shape from shading. But this is a severely ill-posed problem.
Current methods make strong assumptions – e.g. constant albedo, known light source. These assumptions
are typically not valid in many real world images. Classic shape from shading models assume that the
light source directions are known and typically assume that the surface is locally smooth (Horn). More
sophisticated methods were developed by Oliensis.

Statistical shape from shading (ref: Potetz and Lee) proceeds by learning the statistical relations between
image intensity and depth/shape. This is learnt from a dataset obtained by using a laser-range finder and a
camera. Their results suggest that Lambertian models rarely apply in natural images.

3 Experimental Analysis of Lambertian Models

The linear Lambertian model (i.e. ignoring shadows) implies that the image of an object lies in a three-
dimensional space (Sha-ashua). This implies that the image can be modeled as I(~x) =

P3
i=1 ↵

i

e

i

(~x). Such
a model can help for recognizing objects and for tracking an object when the lighting varies.

The linear model can be investigated empirically by taking photographs of an object from di↵erent
lighting conditions, see figure (1). To get a set of images {I

µ(~x)}. We can then compute the correlation matrix

K(~x, ~x

0) = 1
N

P
N

µ=1 I

µ(~x)Iµ(~x0). Then calculate the eigenvectors and eigenvalues
P

~x

0 K(~x, ~x

0)e(~x0) = �e(~x).
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Task versus Subtask Surgical Skill Evaluation of Robotic Minimally Invasive Surgery Carol 
E. Reiley and Gregory D. Hager, Proc. MICCAI 2009  

Expert Novice 



Task versus Subtask Surgical Skill Evaluation of Robotic Minimally Invasive Surgery Carol 
E. Reiley and Gregory D. Hager, Proc. MICCAI 2009  
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String Motifs as a Representation 

x5

x1

x4

x2

x3
x6

wi

wi

ui−1

vi−1

ni−1

Encode motion as a string 

Grasp Pull Rotate 

Build category-specific dictionaries 

Ahmidi, et al. "String Motif-Based Description of Tool Motion for Detecting Skill and Gestures in Robotic Surgery.ᶬ MICCAI, 2013.  



String Similarity 

String   #        P    |C|       A          % 

Score(Ty, D) =
1

d

X

Ci2D\Ty

(log(Pi) + w1 · log(|Ci|) + w2 · log(Ai))

Ai =
1

1 +
P

J2O|Y � J |

likelihood length location 

Ahmidi, et al. "String Motif-Based Description of Tool Motion for Detecting Skill and Gestures in Robotic Surgery.ᶬ MICCAI, 2013.  



Results at the Gesture Level 
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Simultaneous Gesture and Skill Classification 

P(Skill, Gesture) 

94.98% 70.91% 

Chance = 11% 



Deep Networks 
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considerations, but the issue is more than the
mere size of modern data sets; it is the granular,
personalized nature of much of these data. Mo-
bile devices and embedded computing permit
large amounts of data to be gathered about in-
dividual humans, and machine-learning algo-
rithms can learn from these data to customize
their services to the needs and circumstances
of each individual. Moreover, these personalized
services can be connected, so that an overall ser-
vice emerges that takes advantage of the wealth
and diversity of data from many individuals
while still customizing to the needs and circum-
stances of each. Instances of this trend toward
capturing and mining large quantities of data to
improve services and productivity can be found
across many fields of commerce, science, and
government. Historical medical records are used
to discover which patients will respond best
to which treatments; historical traffic data are
used to improve traffic control and reduce con-
gestion; historical crime data are used to help
allocate local police to specific locations at spe-
cific times; and large experimental data sets are
captured and curated to accelerate progress in
biology, astronomy, neuroscience, and other data-
intensive empirical sciences. We appear to be at
the beginning of a decades-long trend toward in-
creasingly data-intensive, evidence-based decision-
making across many aspects of science, commerce,
and government.
With the increasing prominence of large-scale

data in all areas of human endeavor has come a
wave of new demands on the underlying machine-
learning algorithms. For example, huge data sets
require computationally tractable algorithms, high-
ly personal data raise the need for algorithms
that minimize privacy effects, and the availabil-
ity of huge quantities of unlabeled data raises
the challenge of designing learning algorithms
to take advantage of it. The next sections survey
some of the effects of these demands on recent

work in machine-learning algorithms, theory, and
practice.

Core methods and recent progress

The most widely used machine-learning methods
are supervised learning methods (1). Supervised
learning systems, including spam classifiers of
e-mail, face recognizers over images, and med-
ical diagnosis systems for patients, all exemplify
the function approximation problem discussed
earlier, where the training data take the form of
a collection of (x, y) pairs and the goal is to
produce a prediction y* in response to a query
x*. The inputs x may be classical vectors or they
may be more complex objects such as documents,
images, DNA sequences, or graphs. Similarly,
many different kinds of output y have been studied.
Much progress has been made by focusing on
the simple binary classification problem in which
y takes on one of two values (for example, “spam”
or “not spam”), but there has also been abun-
dant research on problems such as multiclass
classification (where y takes on one of K labels),
multilabel classification (where y is labeled simul-
taneously by several of the K labels), ranking
problems (where y provides a partial order on
some set), and general structured prediction
problems (where y is a combinatorial object such
as a graph, whose components may be required
to satisfy some set of constraints). An example
of the latter problem is part-of-speech tagging,
where the goal is to simultaneously label every
word in an input sentence x as being a noun,
verb, or some other part of speech. Supervised
learning also includes cases in which y has real-
valued components or a mixture of discrete and
real-valued components.
Supervised learning systems generally form

their predictions via a learned mapping f(x),
which produces an output y for each input x (or
a probability distribution over y given x). Many
different forms of mapping f exist, including

decision trees, decision forests, logistic regres-
sion, support vector machines, neural networks,
kernel machines, and Bayesian classifiers (1). A
variety of learning algorithms has been proposed
to estimate these different types of mappings, and
there are also generic procedures such as boost-
ing and multiple kernel learning that combine
the outputs of multiple learning algorithms.
Procedures for learning f from data often make
use of ideas from optimization theory or numer-
ical analysis, with the specific form of machine-
learning problems (e.g., that the objective function
or function to be integrated is often the sum over
a large number of terms) driving innovations. This
diversity of learning architectures and algorithms
reflects the diverse needs of applications, with
different architectures capturing different kinds
of mathematical structures, offering different lev-
els of amenability to post-hoc visualization and
explanation, and providing varying trade-offs
between computational complexity, the amount
of data, and performance.
One high-impact area of progress in supervised

learning in recent years involves deep networks,
which are multilayer networks of threshold units,
each of which computes some simple param-
eterized function of its inputs (9, 10). Deep learning
systems make use of gradient-based optimiza-
tion algorithms to adjust parameters throughout
such a multilayered network based on errors at
its output. Exploiting modern parallel comput-
ing architectures, such as graphics processing
units originally developed for video gaming, it
has been possible to build deep learning sys-
tems that contain billions of parameters and
that can be trained on the very large collections
of images, videos, and speech samples available
on the Internet. Such large-scale deep learning
systems have had a major effect in recent years
in computer vision (11) and speech recognition
(12), where they have yielded major improve-
ments in performance over previous approaches
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Fig. 2. Automatic generation of text captions for images with deep networks. A convolutional neural network is trained to interpret images, and its
output is then used by a recurrent neural network trained to generate a text caption (top). The sequence at the bottom shows the word-by-word focus of
the network on different parts of input image while it generates the caption word-by-word. [Adapted with permission from (30)] C
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Reinforcement Learning 
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Robust De-anonymization of Large Datasets
(How to Break Anonymity of the Netflix Prize Dataset)
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Abstract

We present a new class of statistical de-anonymization attacks against high-dimensional micro-data,
such as individual preferences, recommendations, transaction records and so on. Our techniques are
robust to perturbation in the data and tolerate some mistakes in the adversary’s background knowledge.

We apply our de-anonymization methodology to the Netflix Prize dataset, which contains anonymous
movie ratings of 500,000 subscribers of Netflix, the world’s largest online movie rental service. We
demonstrate that an adversary who knows only a little bit about an individual subscriber can easily
identify this subscriber’s record in the dataset. Using the Internet Movie Database as the source of
background knowledge, we successfully identified the Netflix records of known users, uncovering their
apparent political preferences and other potentially sensitive information.

1 Introduction

Datasets containing “micro-data,” that is, information about specific individuals, are increasingly becoming
public—both in response to “open government” laws, and to support data mining research. Some datasets
include legally protected information such as health histories; others contain individual preferences, pur-
chases, and transactions, which many people may view as private or sensitive.

Privacy risks of publishing micro-data are well-known. Even if identifying information such as names,
addresses, and Social Security numbers has been removed, the adversary can use contextual and back-
ground knowledge, as well as cross-correlation with publicly available databases, to re-identify individual
data records. Famous re-identification attacks include de-anonymization of a Massachusetts hospital dis-
charge database by joining it with with a public voter database [22], de-anonymization of individual DNA
sequences [19], and privacy breaches caused by (ostensibly anonymized) AOL search data [12].

Micro-data are characterized by high dimensionality and sparsity. Informally, micro-data records contain
many attributes, each of which can be viewed as a dimension (an attribute can be thought of as a column in a
database schema). Sparsity means that a pair of random records are located far apart in the multi-dimensional
space defined by the attributes. This sparsity is empirically well-established [6, 4, 16] and related to the “fat
tail” phenomenon: individual transaction and preference records tend to include statistically rare attributes.

Our contributions. We present a very general class of statistical de-anonymization algorithms which
demonstrate the fundamental limits of privacy in public micro-data. We then show how these methods
can be used in practice to de-anonymize the Netflix Prize dataset, a 500,000-record public dataset.
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Medicine vs. Healthcare 
ᶱ  Medicine 
ᶢ  the science or practice of the diagnosis, 

treatment, and prevention of disease. 

ᶱ  Healthcare 
ᶢ  the maintenance and improvement of 

physical and mental health, especially through 
the provision of medical services. 

ᶱ  Healthcare system 
ᶢ   the organization of people, institutions, 

and resources that deliver health care 
services to meet the health needs of target 
populations. 



Health Care: Some Numbers 
ᶱ  Costs 

ᶱ  Absolute expenditures     ᶢ $2.6 trillion 18% GDP (2012) 
ᶱ  Relative expenditures       – 76% increase health costs in past 10 

years,  
ᶱ  Potential efficiency gains ᶢ $750 billion (2009) ᶢ more than 25% 

of the total 

From ᶫBest Care At Lower Costs: The Path to Continuously Learning Health Care in Americaᶬ Institute of Medicine, 2012 



Health Care: Some Numbers 
ᶱ  Complexity 

More conditions – e.g. 79 year old patient with 19 meds per day 
More clinicians   – e.g. 200 other doctors treating patients of PC Doctor 
More choices      – e.g. hundreds of diagnostic factors; dozens of 
treatments 
More activities    – e.g. ICU clinicians with 180 activities per person, per day  

From ᶫBest Care At Lower Costs: The Path to Continuously Learning Health Care in Americaᶬ Institute of Medicine, 2012 



Health Care: Some Numbers 

ᶱ  Quality 
ᶱ  Patient harm            – 1/5-1/3 of hospital patients preventably 

harmed during stay 

ᶱ  Recommended care – Only about half of recommended care 
actually delivered. 

ᶱ  Outcome shortfalls  – If care quality matched highest statewide 
performance, there would have been 75,000 fewer deaths 
nationally. 

From ᶫBest Care At Lower Costs: The Path to Continuously Learning Health Care in Americaᶬ Institute of Medicine, 2012 



Some (Digital) Reponses 

ᶱ  HITECH Act  -- $15.5B to support EHRsᶷ
 

ᶱ  Presidential Precision Health Initiative 

ᶱ  Big Data initiative 

ᶱ  Explosion of mobile health ᶷ
devices/apps in theᶷ
 consumer market 
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Big Data for Health
Javier Andreu-Perez, Carmen C. Y. Poon, Robert D. Merrifield, Stephen T. C. Wong,

and Guang-Zhong Yang, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—This paper provides an overview of recent
developments in big data in the context of biomedical and health
informatics. It outlines the key characteristics of big data and
how medical and health informatics, translational bioinformat-
ics, sensor informatics, and imaging informatics will benefit from
an integrated approach of piecing together different aspects of
personalized information from a diverse range of data sources,
both structured and unstructured, covering genomics, proteomics,
metabolomics, as well as imaging, clinical diagnosis, and long-term
continuous physiological sensing of an individual. It is expected that
recent advances in big data will expand our knowledge for testing
new hypotheses about disease management from diagnosis to pre-
vention to personalized treatment. The rise of big data, however,
also raises challenges in terms of privacy, security, data ownership,
data stewardship, and governance. This paper discusses some of
the existing activities and future opportunities related to big data
for health, outlining some of the key underlying issues that need to
be tackled.

Index Terms—Big data, bioinformatics, health informatics, med-
ical imaging, medical informatics, precision medicine, sensor
informatics, social health.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE term “big data” has become a buzzword in recent
years, with its usage frequency having doubled each year

in the last few years according to common search engines.
Fig. 1 illustrates the fast increase in the number of publica-
tions referring to “big data,” regardless of disciplines, as well
as those in the healthcare domain. Although the popularity of
big data is recent, the underlying challenges have existed long
before and have been actively pursued in health research. Big
data in health is concerned with meaningful datasets that are
too big, too fast, and too complex for healthcare providers to
process and interpret with existing tools. It is driven by contin-
uing effort in making health services more efficient and sustain-
able given the demands of a constantly expanding population
with an inverted age pyramid, as well as the paradigm shift of
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Fig. 1. (a) Cumulative number of publications referring to “big data” indexed
by Google Scholar. (b) Cumulative number of publications per health research
area referring to “big data,” as indexed in IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital library,
PubMed (National Library of Medicine, Bethesda, MD), Web of Science, and
Scopus.

delivering health services toward prevention, early intervention,
and optimal management.

In this paper, several ways of defining big data exist as a broad
term to encapsulate the challenges related to the processing of
a massive amount of structured and unstructured data. Clearly,
the size (or volume) of data is an important factor of big data.
Indeed, the US healthcare system alone already reached 150
exabytes (1018) five years ago [1]. Before long, we will be deal-
ing with zettabyte (1021) and yottabyte (1024) data for countries
with large populations including emerging economies, such as
China and India. This trend is due to the fact that multiscale
data generated from individuals is continuously increasing, par-
ticularly with the new high-throughput sequencing platforms,
real-time imaging, and point of care devices, as well as wear-
able computing and mobile health technologies. They provide
genomics, proteomics and metabolomics, as well as long-term

2168-2194 © 2015 IEEE. Translations and content mining are permitted for academic research only. Personal use is also permitted, but republication/redistribution
requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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B. Translational Genomics

Although comprehensive genotyping is still relatively recent,
it has a high potential for genetic stratification in patient screen-
ing, for instance, in the case of factors arising from genotyp-
ing, such as high-risk DNA mutations [55], milk and gluten
intolerance, and muscovisciosis. Genetics combined with phe-
notypic information provided by EHR may help to provide
greater insights into low penetrant alleles [56]. For example, it
is well known that mutations of fibrillin 1 (FBN1) cause MFS.
Nevertheless, the aetiology of the disease leads to marked clin-
ical variability of MFS patients of the same family as well as
different families [57]. Combining genetic tests of FBN1 and a
series of related genes (TGFBR1, TGFBR2, TGFB2, MYH11,
MYLK1, SMAD3, and ACTA2) will help to screen out patients
who are more likely to develop aortic aneurysms that lead to dis-
sections [58]. Further studies on these high-risk patients based
on morphological images of the aorta may provide insight into
the rate of disease development.

Another potential area for translational genomics is to study
the gene networks of different syndromes of the same person in
order to better understand how these syndromes are interrelated.
For example, this has been used to study different genes on chro-
mosome 21 (HSA21) and their role in Down’s Syndrome (DS),
as well as to understand the underlying reason why nearly half
of DS patients exhibit an overprotection against cardiac abnor-
malities related to the connective tissue [59]. One hypothesis is
based on the recent evidence that there is an overall upregulation
of FBN1 in DS (which is normally down regulated in MFS) [59].
The construction of genetic networks will, therefore, provide a
clearer picture of how these syndromes are related. By under-
standing the gene networks of the related syndromes, it may be
possible to provide specific gene therapy for the related diseases.

C. OMICS and Large-Scale Databases

In addition to the Human Genome Project, several large-scale
biological databases launched recently will further facilitate the
study of disease mechanisms and progressions, particularly at
the system level as outlined in Fig. 5. The Research Collabora-
tory for Structural Bioinformatics Protein Data Bank [60], [61]
is a worldwide archive of structural data of biological macro-
molecules, providing access to the 3-D structures of biological
macromolecules, as well as integration with external biological
resources, such as gene and drug databases [62]. ProteomicsDB
[63] is another example, encompassing mass spectrometry of the
human proteome acquired from human tissues, cell lines, and
body fluid to facilitate the identification of organ-specific pro-
teins and translated long intergenic noncoding RNAs, with due
consideration of time-dependent expression patterns of proteins
[63].

Parallel to these developments, the Human Metabolome
Database [64] consists of more than 40 000 annotated metabo-
lites entries in the latest version released in 2013. It provides
both experimental metabolite concentration data and analyses
through mass spectrometry and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
(NMR) spectrometry [64]. Databases as such are believed to
greatly facilitate the translation of information into knowledge
for transforming clinical practice, particularly for metabolic-

Fig. 6. a) Evolution of the number of patents published in the area of mobile
health (source: European Patent Office); b) evolution of the number of smart-
phones sold per year in million units (source: Gartner); c) evolution of the cost
of Internet-enabled sensors in dollars (source: Business Intelligence Interna-
tional); d) number of mobile health apps published in Google play and iTunes
as of May 2015.

related diseases, such as diabetes and coronary artery diseases
[65]. In fact, metabolomics has emerged as an important re-
search area that does not only include endogenous metabolites
of the human body but also chemical and biochemical molecules
that can interact with the human body [66]. Specifically, on-
going efforts have been placed for fingerprinting metabolites
from food and nutrition products [67], drugs [68], and tradi-
tional Chinese medicine [69], as well as molecules produced
by the gut bacterial microbiota [67], [70]. These will eventually
help us to better understand the interaction between the host,
pathogen and environment.

The availability of the genomic, proteomic, and metabolic
databases allows a better understanding of the development of
complex diseases such as cancer. They also allow the search
of new biomarkers using different pattern mining and cluster-
ing techniques [68]–[71]. The clusters can be either partitional
(hard) or hierarchical (tree-like nested structure). These meth-
ods can be further accelerated by using multicore CPU, GPU,
and field-programmable gate arrays with parallel processing
techniques.

IV. SENSOR INFORMATICS

Advances in sensing hardware have been accelerating in
recent years and this trend shows no signs of slowing down
[72]. According to the analysis in the BI Intelligence report
(Garner) published at the end of 2014, the price of one MEMS
sensor has decreased by half from US$ 1.30 to US$ 0.60 dur-
ing the last decade as shown in Fig. 6. This has partly driven
a paradigm shift of future internet applications toward what
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Vision. The Learning Healthcare System, the first 
in the series, explores the various dimensions—
evidence development and standards, care 
culture, system design and operation, health 
data, clinical research, information technology, 
value—on which emerging insights and 
scientific advances can be applied for health 
care in which both evidence development and 
application flow seamlessly and continuously 
in the course of care.

Care Complexity. Evidence-Based Medicine and 
the Changing Nature of Health Care explores the 
forces, such as genetic insights and increasing 
care complexity, driving the need for better 
medical evidence; the challenges with which 
patients and providers must contend; the 
need to transform the speed and reliability of 
new medical evidence; and the legislative and 
policy changes that could enable evolution of 
an evidence-based, learning system.

Effectiveness Research. Redesigning the Clinical 
Effectiveness Research Paradigm: Innovation 
and Practice-Based Approaches reviews the 
growing scope and scale of the need for clinical 
effectiveness research alternatives, the limits of 
current approaches, the potential for emerging 
research and data networks, innovative study 
designs, and new methods of analysis and 
modeling.

The Data Utility. Clinical Data as the Basic Staple 
of Health Learning: Creating and Protecting a 
Public Good identifies the transformational 
prospects for large interoperable clinical and 
administrative datasets to allow real-time 
discovery on issues ranging from disease 
etiology to personalized diagnosis and 
treatment. Also explored are key priorities 
for data stewardship if clinical data are to be 
a carefully nurtured resource for continuous 
learning and better care.

Evidence. Learning What Works: Infrastructure 
Required for Comparative Effectiveness Research 
assesses the nature and magnitude of needed 
capacity for new knowledge and evidence 
about what care works best under different 
circumstances, including the necessary skills 
and workforce, data linkage and improvement, 
study coordination and results dissemination, 
and research methods innovation.

 
Digital Platform. Digital Infrastructure for the 
Learning Health System: The Foundation for 
Continuous Improvement in Health and Health 
Care explores current efforts and opportunities 
to accelerate progress in improving health and 
health care, and identifies priority follow-up 
action targets: technical innovation; data 
and research insights; patient and public 
engagement; and stewardship and governance.

Systems Engineering. Engineering a Learning Health 
System: A Look at the Future reviews transferable 
lessons from the systems and operations 
engineering sciences applicable for improving 
the organization, structure, and function of the 
delivery, monitoring and change processes in 
health care—in effect, engineering approaches to 
continuous feedback and improvement on quality, 
safety, knowledge, and value in health care.

Patients & the Public. Patients Charting the 
Course: Citizen Engagement and the Learning 
Health System assesses the prospects for 
improving health and lowering costs by 
advancing patient involvement in the 
elements of a learning health system, and 
underscores the centrality of communication 
strategies that account for and engage 
individual perspectives, needs, preferences, 
understanding, and support necessary to 
mobilize change.
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Effectiveness Research. Redesigning the Clinical 
Effectiveness Research Paradigm: Innovation 
and Practice-Based Approaches reviews the 
growing scope and scale of the need for clinical 
effectiveness research alternatives, the limits of 
current approaches, the potential for emerging 
research and data networks, innovative study 
designs, and new methods of analysis and 
modeling.

The Data Utility. Clinical Data as the Basic Staple 
of Health Learning: Creating and Protecting a 
Public Good identifies the transformational 
prospects for large interoperable clinical and 
administrative datasets to allow real-time 
discovery on issues ranging from disease 
etiology to personalized diagnosis and 
treatment. Also explored are key priorities 
for data stewardship if clinical data are to be 
a carefully nurtured resource for continuous 
learning and better care.

Evidence. Learning What Works: Infrastructure 
Required for Comparative Effectiveness Research 
assesses the nature and magnitude of needed 
capacity for new knowledge and evidence 
about what care works best under different 
circumstances, including the necessary skills 
and workforce, data linkage and improvement, 
study coordination and results dissemination, 
and research methods innovation.

 
Digital Platform. Digital Infrastructure for the 
Learning Health System: The Foundation for 
Continuous Improvement in Health and Health 
Care explores current efforts and opportunities 
to accelerate progress in improving health and 
health care, and identifies priority follow-up 
action targets: technical innovation; data 
and research insights; patient and public 
engagement; and stewardship and governance.

Systems Engineering. Engineering a Learning Health 
System: A Look at the Future reviews transferable 
lessons from the systems and operations 
engineering sciences applicable for improving 
the organization, structure, and function of the 
delivery, monitoring and change processes in 
health care—in effect, engineering approaches to 
continuous feedback and improvement on quality, 
safety, knowledge, and value in health care.

Patients & the Public. Patients Charting the 
Course: Citizen Engagement and the Learning 
Health System assesses the prospects for 
improving health and lowering costs by 
advancing patient involvement in the 
elements of a learning health system, and 
underscores the centrality of communication 
strategies that account for and engage 
individual perspectives, needs, preferences, 
understanding, and support necessary to 
mobilize change.
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Directorate for Computer & Information Science & Engineering

SMART HEALTH AND WELLBEING  (SHW) 

CONTACTS

See program guidelines for contact information.

SYNOPSIS

Information and communications technologies are poised to transform our access to and
participation in our own health and well-being.  The complexity of this challenge is being shaped
by concomitant transformations to the fundamental nature of what it means to be healthy.  Having
good health increasingly means managing our long-term care rather than sporadic treatment of
acute conditions; it places greater emphasis on the management of wellness rather than healing
illness; it acknowledges the role of home, family, and community as significant contributors to
individual health and wellbeing as well as the changing demographics of an increasingly aging
population; and it recognizes the technical feasibility of diagnosis, treatment, and care based on
an individual's genetic makeup and lifestyle.  The substrate of 21st century healthcare will be
computing and networking concepts and technologies whose transformative potential is tempered
by unresolved core challenges in designing and optimizing them for applicability in this domain.

The goal of the Smart Health and Wellbeing program is to seek improvements in safe, effective,
efficient, equitable, and patient-centered health and wellness services through innovations in
computer and information science and engineering.  Doing so requires leveraging the scientific
methods and knowledge bases of a broad range of computing and communication research
perspectives.

Some illustrative examples are described here.  Protecting patient privacy while providing
legitimate anytime, anywhere access to health services will require new security and
cryptographic solutions.  Personalized medicine will require advances in information retrieval, data
mining, and decision support software systems.  Continuous monitoring and real-time, customized
feedback on health and behavior will rely on remote and networked sensors and actuators, mobile
platforms, novel interactive displays, and advances in computing and networking infrastructure. 
Data collected by sensors, at clinics, and labs need to be anonymized and aggregated for
community-wide health awareness and maintenance.  Such data, especially collected over
populations, can lead to inferences about best practices and cost savings in providing health
services.  Virtual worlds, robotics, image, and natural language understanding can facilitate better
and more efficient delivery of health services.  Software-controlled and interoperable medical
devices are necessary for providing safe critical care.  Healthcare systems and applications must

be usable, to preclude or minimize failures due to human error; and they have to be useful, by
matching the mental model of users, from provider to patient, so people make appropriate
decisions and choices.  These examples are meant to convey the breadth of computing areas that



What Blocks the Path to 
Innovation? 







Three Examples 

ᶱ  Assessing OR performance -- Hager 

ᶱ  Data to diagnosis ᶢ Sariaᶷ
   

ᶱ  Data in the wild to detection ᶢ Ferry 

ᶱ  IT ᶢ manage behavior -- Mynatt 



Septicemia is the 11th leading cause of death in the US 
Mortality and length of stay decreased with timely treatment [Kumar et al. 2011]. For every hour 
that antibiotic treatments were delayed, risk of mortality went up by 7.6% 
 
Using routinely collected data alone, at risk patients can be identified a median of 24 hours prior 
to shock.  

K. Henry, D. Hager, P. Pronovost, S. Saria. A Targeted Real-time Early Warning Score (TREWScore) for Septic Shock. Science 
Translational Medicine 2015. Vol. 7, Issue 299. 
K. Dyagilev, S. Saria. Learning (Predictive) Risk Scores in the Presence of Censoring due to Interventions. 
Machine Learning, 2015 (in print).

Early Warning System for Sepsis 



Cottle Tool
EM 

Sensor

Reference 
Sensor 

Data from 5 Johns Hopkins Hospital sites 
(2012-2014)

Native Septoplasty:
-- 5 Experts (60 trials)
-- 9 Novices  (26 trials)
-- Multi-surgeons (14 trials)   

Joint work with Masaru Ishii, MD, PhD and Lisa Ishii MD 

Measurement in the OR 



EXPERT NOVICE

Start of Surgery

End of Surgery

Stroke Height

From Data to Structure 



From Structure to Assessment 

[DCC] Ahmidi N, et al.: String Motif-Based Description of Tool Motion for Detecting Skill and Gestures in Robotic Surgery. MICCAI (2013)
[HMM] Varadarajan B, et al.: Data-derived models for segmentation with application to surgical assessment and training. MICCAI (2009)
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Signal Stroke DCC HMM 

Trial Out

0 
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Signal Stroke DCC HMM 

Micro 
Macro 

Surgeon Out



Birkmeyer J.D, et al. Surgical Skill and Complication Rates after Bariatric Surgery. NEJM, 2013. 

0.05% 

5.20% 

1.60% 

2.70% 

2.60% 

14.50% 

3.40% 

6.30% 

Mortality 

Complication 

Reoperation 

Readmission Score Bottom Quartile 

Score Top Quartile 

1  2  3  4  5  Expertise Score 

Michigan Bariatric Surgery Collaborative  
 
Samples:  
20 bariatric ᶫexpertᶬ surgeons ranked by at 
least 10 reviewers. 
10,343 patients admitted 2006-2012 

From Assessment to 
Outcomes? 



POE/Epic: 
Patient Information

Outcome
History

Manual Subjective 
Assessment 

Data store 

Statistical 
Model 

Automatic Objective 
Assessment 

Outcome/case difficulty 
 
Case ID: 
Date and Location: 
Patientᶨs ID: 
Patient Medical History:  
Patient Outcome: Interval assessment  

Trainee/Faculty Log 
 
Case ID:  
Traineeᶨs ID: 
Supervisorᶨs ID: 
Assessment of Supervisor: Notes, comments, 
scores 
Automatic Assessment: Scores, Feedback 

User Interface  

Data Collection 

Stroke 
Detection 

Visualizer 

live Evening 

Evening 
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Ferry, Quentin, et al. "Diagnostically relevant facial gestalt information from ordinary photos." Elife 3 (2014): 
e02020. 

Human biology and medicine

Ferry et al. eLife 2014;3:e02020. DOI: 10.7554/eLife.02020 4 of 22

Research article

Figure 1. Overview of the computational approach and average faces of syndromes. (A) A photo is automatically 
analyzed to detect faces and feature points are placed using computer vision algorithms. Facial feature annotation points 
delineate the supra-orbital ridge (8 points), the eyes (mid points of the eyelids and eye canthi, 8 points), nose (nasion, tip, 
ala, subnasale and outer nares, 7 points), mouth (vermilion border lateral and vertical midpoints, 6 points) and the jaw 
(zygoma mandibular border, gonion, mental protrubance and chin midpoint, 7 points). Shape and Appearance feature 
vectors are then extracted based on feature points and these determine the photo's location in Clinical Face Phenotype 
Space (further details on feature points in Figure 1—figure supplement 1). This location is then analyzed in the context 
of existing points in Clinical Face Phenotype Space to extract phenotype similarities and diagnosis hypotheses (further 
details on Clinical Face Phenotype Space with simulation examples in Figure 1—figure supplement 2). (B) Average 
faces of syndromes in the database constructed using AAM models (‘Materials and methods’) and number of 
individuals which each average face represents. See online version of this manuscript for animated morphing images that 
show facial features differing between controls and syndromes (Figure 2).
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.02020.003
Figure 1. Continued on next page
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https://www.apple.com/researchkit/ 

10/26/15, 7:46 PMResearchKit - Apple Developer

Page 1 of 2https://developer.apple.com/researchkit/

ResearchKit for
Developers

ResearchKit is an open source framework introduced by Apple
that enables your iOS app to become a powerful tool for medical

research. Easily create visual consent flows, real-time dynamic
active tasks, and surveys using a variety of customizable modules

that you can build upon and share with the community. And since
ResearchKit works seamlessly with HealthKit, researchers can

access even more relevant data for their studies — like daily step
counts, calorie use, and heart rate.

Watch the ResearchKit film



How Human-Centered Computing Research 
Can Help Transform Healthcare 

Elizabeth D. Mynatt, Professor and Executive Director 

The convergence of people and technology 



  

Understanding  
Everyday 
Health 
Health is  
personal,  
social, and  
negotiated. 
 

 

 
 
 

Faculty from many disciplines 
(engineering, computing, design, 
psychology, digital media) work on 
interdisciplinary projects.  

Georgia Tech’s Aware Home is 
a unique laboratory resource 
for investigating home health 
solutions. 

 



  

Human-Centered Computing and Healthcare 

HCI Design Process 

Ethnographic inquiry and 
informants 
Participatory design 

Field evaluation 

Technical Innovation 
“Is today a normal day?” 

Sensing and activity 
recognition 

 

Modeling the healthcare 
journey 

Health Outcomes 
Disease management 

Behavior change 

Independence 

Scale of healthcare delivery 

Theoretical Base 

Locus of control 

Social cognitive theory 

Identify presentation 

Health Belief Model 

Trans. Model of Change 

Social comparison theory 

Social support theory 

Sensemaking 

Interventions to Improve 

Awareness  
(self and by caregivers) 

 

Problem Solving 
(“be a detective”) 

 

Self-efficacy and Internal LOC 
 

 

Social support and learning 
 
 

In the moment decisions & 
exploring new behaviors 

 

Healthcare Facilitation 
 
 
 
 

 

 



Rowan, Jim, and Elizabeth D. Mynatt. "Digital family 
portrait field trial: Support for aging in place." 

Proceedings of the SIGCHI conference on Human 
factors in computing systems. ACM, 2005. 

 
NSF# 0121661- ITR/SY: The Aware Home: Sustaining 

the Quality of Life for an Aging Population 
 

Digital Family Portrait: Designing for  
Peace of Mind 
Caregiver awareness 

Motion sensing 
Visualize 28 days of activity 
plus daily detail 

Was today a normal day? 

Interpret a social connection 



Mamykina, Lena, et al. "MAHI: investigation of 
social scaffolding for reflective thinking in 
diabetes management." CHI-CONFERENCE-. Vol. 
1. ACM INC, 2008. 
 
NSF 0915934 - HCC: SMALL:Technologies for 
Nutrition and Diabetes Management 

Tools for Diabetes 
Management 

Mobile and web tools 
that empower patients 
to learn diabetes mgmt 
skills. 
 

Patients can easily 
record and compare 
data from daily life 
activities 

Learn to be a detective 

 
 
 



Nutrition and  
Decision  
Making 

Just in time  
decision support  
for nutrition and diet 
daily choices 

Nudge interfaces 
Try out new 
behaviors 

 

  

  

Mamykina, 2008  

NSF 0915934 - HCC: SMALL: 
Technologies for Nutrition and 
Diabetes Management 
 
NSF 1158766- I-Corps: SmartMenu 
 



Adolescents &  
Physical Activity 
Understand how 
social computing 
interventions can 
facilitate offline 
rituals & habits. 

  
 
 

 
 
 

  

Funded by the Humana  
Foundation 
 
 
Miller, A. D., Poole, E., Xu, Y., Eiriksdottir, E., 
Kestranek, D., Catrambone, R., & Mynatt, E. (2012). 
The work of play: supporting a pervasive health 
behavior change intervention for us middle school 
students. Proceedings of the ACM 2012 conference on 
Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW '12). 
Seattle, WA. 
 
Xu, Y., Poole, E. S., Miller, A. D., Eiriksdottir, E., 
Kestranek, D., Catrambone, R., & Mynatt, E. D. (2012). 
This is not a one-horse race: understanding player 
types in multiplayer pervasive health games for 
youth. Proceedings of the ACM 2012 conference on 
Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW '12). 
Seattle, WA.  
 
 



Adolescents &  
Physical Activity 
Understand how social 
computing interventions 
can facilitate offline 
rituals & habits. 

 Identity 
 Gaming 

 Offline behavior 

 

 

 
 
 

  

Miller, A.D., Pater, J.A., Mynatt, E.D. "Design 
Strategies for Youth-Focused Pervasive Social 
Health Games," 7th International Conference on 
Pervasive Computing Technologies for Healthcare 
(PervasiveHealth 2013),5-8 May 2013 
 
NSF 1116801- SHB: Small: Social Tools for 
Everyday Adolescent Health 



Adolescents &  
Physical Activity 
Observational Learning 
(in contrast to 
competition)  
 

Reaching the bottom tier 
 

Changing media and 
gaming conventions 
 

School as social context 

  

Miller, A.D., Mynatt, E.D. "StepStream: A 
School-based Pervasive Social Fitness System 
for EverydayAdolescentHealth."Proceedings 
of the ACM Conference on Human Factors in 
Computing Systems (CHI 2014).  
 
NSF 1116801- SHB: Small: Social Tools for 
Everyday Adolescent Health 



Healthcare Facilitators & Healthcare Journeys 

Empowering patients (at home) 

Allows patients to work through 
information in a private, self-paced setting. 
 

Supporting the cancer journey 

Tailor information delivery and interaction 
to phases of care and recovery. 

 

  

Jacobs, M., Clawson, J., Mynatt, E.D.  2014. “Cancer Navigation: 
Opportunities and Challenges for Facilitating the Breast Cancer 
Journey,” Proceedings of the ACM 2014 conference on Computer 
Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW 2014),  
 
Jacobs, M., Clawson, J., Mynatt, E.D. 2014. “MJC: A Preliminary 
Investigation of a Mobile Tool for Cancer Patients,” in Proceedings 
of the 32nd International Conference on Human Factors in 
Computing Systems (CHI '14) 
 
Funded by GA DCH and ONC: Rome Challenge Project, Consumer 
Mediated Health Information Exchange #12036G-ARRA 



Privacy 

Gregory D. Hager 



Security vs. Privacy 
ᶱ  Security: the practice of defending 

resources (computers, infrastructure, or 
data) from unauthorized access, use, 
disclosure, disruption, modification, 
recording or destruction.   

ᶱ  Privacy: The ability to anticipate and 
control the acquisition and use of personal 
data or information by a third party. 

11/8/15 122 



Privacy vs. Security Examples 

ᶱ  Sony DRM incident 
ᶢ  http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?

abstract_id=1072229&download=yes 
ᶱ  Netflix prize 
ᶱ  Facebook 
ᶱ  Gmail 
ᶢ  http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2013/aug/14/

google-gmail-users-privacy-email-lawsuit 
ᶱ  Interactive Barbie  
ᶢ  http://www.theregister.co.uk/2015/02/19/hello_barbie/ 

11/8/15 123 



Target Example 

ᶱ  Data collected from their own storesᶷ
 

ᶱ  An observation that certain buying habits 
were generally predictive of pregnancy 

ᶱ  Push ads to target women who were likely 
pregnant based on buying behavior 

11/8/15 124 



Your Assignment 

ᶱ  The specific case: Should what Target did be allowed? ÄWhat 
do we (as a society) gain? What are some examples of the 
dangers? 

ᶱ  Generalize: Should information gathering and use be 
regulated? ÄAt what point? ÄHow would you govern it? 
Provide concrete examples. 

ᶱ  Analyze: What are the technological problems that your 
solution introduces? 

ᶱ  Write an email summarizing the conclusions from your group 
and email it to us post-class.  joanne@cs.jhu.edu, 
hager@cs.jhu.edu 

11/8/15 125 



Some Questions 
ᶱ  What are reasonable expectations for privacy with 

respect to online data and activity?ᶷ
 

ᶱ  How would one ensure such expectations are met? 

ᶱ  Are there mitigating circumstances supporting violation 
of privacy?ᶷ
 

ᶱ  How can one portray the ᶫvalue propositionᶬ of sharing 
vs. not? 

126 11/8/15 



What Computers Canᶨt Do 
(Yet?) 

11/8/15 127 



The Popular View of Computers 

11/8/15 128 



Simon 1957 
ᶱ  Predicted that by 1967: 
ᶢ  A computer would be world champion in 

chessᶷ
 

ᶢ  A computer would discover and prove an 
important new mathematical theoremᶷ
 

ᶢ  Most theories in psychology will take the form 
of computer programs. 

11/8/15 129 



And so far ᶵ 
ᶱ  A computer would be world champion in chess 
ᶢ  On May 11, 1997, the machine won the second six-

game match against world champion Garry Kasparov, 
two to one, with three draws.ᶷ
 

ᶱ  A computer would discover and prove an 
important new mathematical theorem 
ᶢ  The four color theorem was proven in 1976 by 

Kenneth Appel and Wolfgang Haken. It was the first 
major theorem to be proved using a computer. ᶷ
 

ᶱ  Most theories in psychology will take the form of 
computer programs. 
ᶢ  Hmmm, still waiting ᶵ 

11/8/15 130 



Some Seemingly Simple Problems 

11/8/15 131 

An+Bn = Cn for  
Integers A, B, C 
and n>2? 



Dreyfus 1972, 1992 

11/8/15 132 



AI Will Fail Because ᶵ. 
ᶱ  The biological assumption 
ᶢ  The brain processes information in discrete 

operations by way of some biological equivalent of on/
off switches. 

ᶱ  The psychological assumption 
ᶢ  The mind can be viewed as a device operating on bits 

of information according to formal rules. 
ᶱ  The epistemological assumption 
ᶢ  All knowledge can be formalized. 

ᶱ  The ontological assumption 
ᶢ  The world consists of independent facts that can be 

represented by independent symbols 

11/8/15 133 



And Now?? 
ᶱ  Can a computer create music? 
ᶢ  https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=PzrcoqpnZqA 

11/8/15 134 



And Now?? 
ᶱ  Can a computer create music? 
ᶢ  https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=PzrcoqpnZqA 

11/8/15 135 



Some Questions 
ᶱ  Can a computer create music? 
ᶢ  https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=PzrcoqpnZqA 
ᶱ  Can a computer write an article? 

11/8/15 137 

This is the article generated by the LA Times algorithm: A shallow 
magnitude 4.7 earthquake was reported Monday morning five miles from 
Westwood, California, according to the U.S. Geological Survey. The temblor 
occurred at 6:25 a.m. Pacific time at a depth of 5.0 miles. 
According to the USGS, the epicenter was six miles from Beverly Hills, 
California, seven miles from Universal City, California, seven miles from Santa 
Monica, California and 348 miles from Sacramento, California. In the past ten 
days, there have been no earthquakes magnitude 3.0 and greater centered 
nearby. 
This information comes from the USGS Earthquake Notification Service and 
this post was created by an algorithm written by the author. 



Some Questions 
ᶱ  Can a computer create music? 
ᶢ  https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=PzrcoqpnZqA 
ᶱ  Can a computer write an article? 

11/8/15 138 

Friona fell 10-8 to Boys Ranch in five innings on Monday at Friona despite 
racking up seven hits and eight runs. Friona was led by a flawless day at the 
dish by Hunter Sundre, who went 2-2 against Boys Ranch pitching. Sundre 
singled in the third inning and tripled in the fourth inning ᶵ Friona piled up the 
steals, swiping eight bags in all ᶵ 

http://www.narrativescience.com 



Some Questions 
ᶱ  Can a computer create music? 
ᶢ  https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=PzrcoqpnZqA 
ᶱ  Can a computer write an article? 

ᶱ  Can a computer paint? 

11/8/15 139 
http://www.thepaintingfool.com 



Is This Good? Bad? Inevitable? 
ᶱ  Elon Musk: 
ᶢ  http://observer.com/2015/08/stephen-hawking-elon-

musk-and-bill-gates-warn-about-artificial-intelligence/ 

ᶱ  Paul Allen: 
ᶢ  http://www.technologyreview.com/view/425733/paul-

allen-the-singularity-isnt-near/ 

11/8/15 140 



Two Perspectives 

11/8/15 141 Mnih, Volodymyr, et al. "Human-level control through deep 
reinforcement learning." Nature 518.7540 (2015): 529-533. 



Two Perspectives 

11/8/15 142 



What Is Our Future? ᶷ
How Will We Shape It? 

USC 2014, GD Hager 

Is Computing the ᶷ
future of thought ᶷ
and discourse? 

Is Computing creating a new ways to combineᶷ
and create? 

Is it the beginning of the  
end of Computing asᶷ

we know it? 


